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Improved Imperialist Competitive Algorithm for Flexible Flow Shop
Scheduling
SUN Yue,LIN Shuo, LI Tan, and MA Xiaofu
minimize the makespan as the optimization goal for the
flexible flow-shop scheduling problem.
Currently, heuristic algorithms as well as branch and
bound methods have been proposed for solving FFSP.
However, most of the solutions is limited either because they
can only solve the production scheduling problems in the
small scale, or because their coding methods are imperfect
that can result in illegal solutions. To overcome these issues,
in this paper, we adopt and improve the Imperialist
Competitive Algorithm (ICA) for FFSP. ICA has been
initially proposed by Atashpaz-Gargari and Lucas [3] in
2007. Its idea is based on the simulating the colonial
competition process of human society, and in nature is a
novel meta-heuristic algorithm. ICA’s advantage is that it is
simple but time-saving. In other words, this optimization
algorithm is extremely efficient and easy to use. In addition,
ICA can save memory as well as the searching time, and thus
it can quickly converge to the optimal solution in the search
space. ICA has been more and more widely used during
recent years. For example, Mohammad Shahrazad et al [4]
have applied ICA to the electric power industry [5]; Shuhui
Xu et al [6] have applied ICA into solving the traveling
salesman problem (TSP); Mojtaba Ghasemia et al [7] have
proposed the application of ICA in the problem of
multi-objective optimized energy flow. MH Fazel Zarandia
et al [8] have applied ICA to the stock price forecasting
problem. In all these applications, ICA shows excellent
performance in terms of convergence rate and global
optimum searching capability. In the literature, there are very
few efforts of applying ICA to the scheduling optimization
problems. Therefore, this paper applies and customize the
ICA to solve FFSP, and finally verify the performance of the
proposed algorithm.

Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the flexible flow-shop
scheduling problem (FFSP). The mathematical model is
established to minimize the makespan. Improved Imperialist
Competitive Algorithm (IICA) is proposed as the global
searching mechanism for this optimization problem. Based on
the standard imperialist competitive algorithm, two
improvements, reform operation and elite individual retention
strategy have been introduced. At the same time, to improve
the diversity of solutions, the Hamming distance has also been
introduced to select the individuals. Through the standard
instance tests, the proposed IICA outperforms the genetic
algorithm and the standard imperialist competitive algorithm
in terms of the convergence speed and global optimum
searching for the flexible flow-shop scheduling problem1.
Key words— Flexible flow-shop problem, imperialist
Competitive Algorithm, Hamming distance, makespan.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

he classical flow-shop scheduling problem can be
extended to many derived problems. One of them is the
flexible flow-shop scheduling problem, which has been
proved to be a NP difficult [1] [2]. The research of FFSP is
very theoretical and challenging, but the effective algorithm
design is significant for the practical applications. One
nature of FFSP is to allow the existence of parallel machines
in certain stages, and thus it is widely used in the actual
production process for the steel, chemical and
pharmaceutical fields. FFSP is normally described as follows.
Multiple jobs are needed to process, and each job has the
same processing route and contains at least 2 stages.
Multi-parallel machines exist in at least one of the stages.
Usually, the processing time of each job in each stage has a
known value. Then, the work station distribution of the
parallel machines and the processing order of the job on the
same machine should be selected in a smart way in order to

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
1

In this paper, FFSP [9]is described as follows: n jobs
will be processed in m operations following the shop ordersχ
Among the m stages, at least one stage includes several
paralleled work stations, the number of the paralleled work
stations in the j th stage is M j , each stage contains at least
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one work station, and the same job has the same processing
time in any paralleled work station of the same stage.
A. Parameter Setting
n represents the total number of the processed jobs;
J i represents job i , where i {1,..., n} ;
m represents the total number of the processing stages;
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considered to be the elite individual and conducive to the
convergence of the algorithm. Therefore, we retain the elite
individual so that a better solution can be found in the
evolutionary process.

M j represents the number of parallel work stations in
Stage j , j {1,..., m} ;
M represents the total number of parallel work stations;
WS j ,k represents the k th work station in Stage j ,

B. Algorithm Description

j {1,..., m} , k {1,..., M j } ˗

(1) Empire initialization: In IICA, each country
represents a solution to a particular optimization problem.
Each country is represented by a real number array or a
vector. For a N var -dimension optimization problem, the
array is encoded as follows:

B. Constraint Conditions
(1) Each job J i in each stage chooses any one paralleled
work station for processing. Once job J i starts processing, it
cannot be interrupted.
(2) Each paralleled work station can only process one job

country [ p1 , p2 ,..., pNvar ]
The size of the power of each country is measured by the
cost function. The smaller the cost function value , the
greater the power of the country. The inverse relationship is
between the two.

J i at the same time, and each job J i can only be processed

by one paralleled work station.
(3) The processing time of jobs contains the ready time
and the moving time.
(4) Job waiting is allowed between two adjacent stages,
and the work station is allowed to be in idle state if no job
on it.
The optimization goal of FFSP is to find out the
processing order of these n jobs in order to minimize the
makespan. Equation (1) shows the calculation for the total
completion time:

Cmax

i
max ^Cmax
| i 1,2,...M `

(1)

i
In this equation, Cmax
represents the completion time of

the final processed job on the i th machine, Cmax represents
the completion time of the last processed job.
The relationship between the start time of job and the
completion time of job in each stage is given by equation
(2). The processing order relationship between each job in
the adjacent stage is given by equation (3).
Ci , j =Si , j +Ti , j i  {1,..., n}, j {1,..., m}
(2)

Ci , j 1 d Si , j i  {1,..., n}, j {1,..., m}

(3)

III. IMPROVED IMPERIALIST COMPETITIVE ALGORITHM
We introduce two improvements in ICA because the
standard ICA can become premature convergence and slide
into the local extreme. We propose IICA, and the algorithm
flow chart of IICA is shown in Figure 1.
A. Algorithm Improvements
Fig.1 Flow chart of improved imperialist competitive algorithm

(1) Reform operation: After the imperialist competition,
the objective function value of empire group’s weakest
colony is the worst. The colony reform operation is
increased to improve the global searching ability of the
algorithm group, and the weakest colonies in each empire
will be replaced by a random solution to improve the
optimization performance of the algorithm.
(2) Elite individual retention strategy: In the empire
elimination part of the standard ICA, the empire is usually
eliminated when the imperialist itself only exists in empire
group. But the imperialist individual is excellent, which is

First, calculate the N pop countries’ cost function value,
which is used to select the larger N imp countries as the
imperialists, and the rest N col countries become the colonies
of these imperialists. The corresponding imperialist and
colonies form an empire group. In order to form the original
empire group, the number of colonies that is owned by each
imperialist is distributed according to the power of
imperialists. The number of colonies in each imperialist is
calculated according to equation (4) ~ (6)
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max{cos t _ impi }  cos t _ impn
(4)
i {1,..., Nimp }

Cost _ impn

Cost _ impn

pn

n
N col

T .Cn =cost_impn + [ (

(5)

Nimp

i

i 1

N

round ( pn  N col )

In these equations: cost _ impn is the cost function value
of the n th imperialist, Cost _ impn is the standard cost
function value of the n th imperialist, pn is its standard
n
is the number of the colonies of the n th
power, N col

imperialist owns.
(2) Empire assimilation: FFSP is a discrete combinatorial
optimization problem, the assimilation process achieves the
movement of the colonies to the empire and the migration
[12]in the process of movement by referring to the crossover
and variation operations [10] [11] in the genetic algorithm.
Article [13] uses the two-point crossover method. Figure 2
shows the cross process. Figure 3 shows the variation
process in which two gene fragments are selected randomly
and their positions are exchanged.
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results show that the performance is the best when [ equals
0.15 in solving FFSP.
The process of empire competition will enable more
powerful empires occupy more and more colonies, while the
weak empire will lose the colonies gradually. Different
empires have a certain probability of the possession of the
colonies. The size of this possibility is defined by equation (8)
and (9):
(8)
N _ T _ Cn = max{T .Ci }-T .Cn

(6)

Imperialist

j 1

T .Cn is the total cost function value of the n th empire
group. [ is a positive real number less than 1. The simulation

¦ Cost _ imp

n
col

¦ cost _ col

Ppn =

N _ T _ Cn

(9)

N imp

¦ N _T _C

i

i 1

In these equations, N imp is the number of imperialists,

N _ T _ Cn is the total relative cost function value of the n th
empire group, Ppn is the probability of the possession of the
colonies of the n th empire.
In order to assign free colonies to the imperialist, the
following vector is constructed:

P=[Pp1 ,Pp2 ,Pp3 , ... ,Ppn ]
Then a vector R is conducted, and it is of the same size as
P and constituted by uniform distribution random numbers.

R [r1 , r2 , r3 ,..., rn ] r1 , r2 , r3 ,..., rn U (0,1)
The vector D is gained by the following calculation:

Fig. 2 The cross process of the imperialist and colony
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P  R [ D1 , D2 , D3 ,..., Dn ]

[ Pp1  r1 , Pp2  r2 , Pp3  r3 ,..., Ppn  rn ]
The greatest element in vector D corresponding to the
empire group will occupy the weakest colony of the above.
(5) Colony Revolution [14] To increase the global
searching ability of the algorithm group, the weakest colony
in each empire is replaced by a random solution. In order to
enhance the information exchange between individuals
effectively, the concept of Hamming distance [15] [16] [17]
in the coding theory is introduced.
Hamming distance (HD) is a basic method used to
describe the distance between two n -word-length code
x ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn ) , y ( y1 , y2 ,..., yn ) . The distance equation

Fig. 3 The variation process

(3) Exchange the position of imperialist and colony: The
power of the colony may be greater than its imperialist’s in
the process when the colony moved to the empire. In this
case, the positions of the imperialist and the colony are
exchanged. After that, the colony will join the competition as
a new empire
(4) Empire competition: First, empire competition needs
to calculate the total cost function value for each empire
group, which includes two parts, the cost function value of
the imperialist and the colony owned by the imperialist. The
smaller the total cost function of an empire group, the greater
the power of the empire group. Its definition is shown in
equation (7):

of the two n -word-length code is as follows:
n

D( x, y )

¦x

k

 yk

(10)

k 1

In equation (10), xk {0,1}, yk {0,1} ,  represents
nonequivalence operation. D( x, y ) represents the number of
different values at the same location in two identical
dimensional vectors.
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Then, we define the similarity s between individuals, that
is, the proportion of the same number of genes in the two
individuals in the total number of genes. And the similarity
threshold Rt is compared with s to determine whether the
individuals are similar.
(11)
s N D NGene
In equation (11), s is the ratio of the number of identical
gene fragments of two individuals N D and the total number
of genes of the individual N Gene . If it is larger than Rt , we say
the two individuals are similar.
(6) Empire Elimination and Algorithm Termination
Condition: For the competition between empires, the
empires with the larger power become increasingly strong
through occupying the colonies of other empires, while the
number of colonies of empires with the smaller power
continues to decline. When an empire loses all its colonies,
the empire is eliminated. But if the empire is an excellent
individual, which is considered as an elite individual and
conducive to the convergence of the algorithm, it will be
selected and will belong to the empire who occupied its last
colony in order to find a better solution in the evolution
process. The algorithm continues to iterate, and when there is
only one empire or the number of iterations is reached, the
algorithm ends.

Fig.4 The influence trends of parameter K on algorithm performance

B. Algorithm Performance Test

IV. EXAMPLES ANALYSIS
We implement IICA using MATLAB2012b and run tests
on the PC with Window 7 operating system and Core i7 CPU
and 8GB memory. The test cases of standard flexible flow
shop in article [18] are used to test the performance of IICA
for solving the FFSP.
Fig.5 The curve of GA and ICA corresponding to 7 kinds of scale
examples

A. Analysis of Algorithm Parameters
The parameter value selection of the algorithm has a big
impact on the optimization performance of the algorithm.
The parameter of the standard ICA algorithm (colonial
influence factor: K ) is discussed and analyzed to determine
the optimal parameter values. The instance j15c10a1 is
selected to test the parameter which has four levels, and the
algorithm runs 20 times in each level. The average makespan
Cmax is considered as the evaluation index and the smaller

The curve of GA and ICA corresponding to 7 kinds of
scale examples is shown in Figure 5. The average makespan
Cmax of ICA is slightly better than that of GA. With the

Cmax , the better the performance of algorithm optimization.

j120c8.So in terms of convergence speed, ICA algorithm has
obvious advantages. However, the convergence speed of
ICA algorithm in the evolution is faster, but also faces with
the problems of the precocious convergence and getting
stuck into local extreme value. Therefore, in order to prevent
premature convergence, and to expand the search range,
IICA is introduced to ensure the continuous evolution ability
of ICA.
One test case is for the size of 15 jobs, 80 jobs and 120
jobs. The genetic algorithm (GA) (the value of the crossover
operator is 0.7, the value of variation operator is 0.8, the
value of population size is 30) and ICA (the number of
imperialist is 5, the number of colony is 25, colony influence

increase of the training scale, the optimization effect is
gradually increased. For the average evolution time Tcpu , the
optimization efficiency of ICA is better than that of GA.
Tcpu of ICA is 95.7% lower than that of GA for the instance

The test results are shown in Table 1.
The experimental results show that the influence trend of
the parameter values on the performance of the algorithm is
shown in Figure 4. When K is 0.15, the standard ICA
algorithm gets the minimum value, that is, the optimization
is best, so K is set to 0.15.
Parameter

K

TABEL1
PARAMETER TEST RESULTS
Level
1
2
3
0.05

0.10

0.15

4
0.20
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factor [ is 0.15, Rt is 0.3) are selected as the methods for

j120c4a1, Cmax of IICA is 1.2% less than that of ICA, and

comparison. The average makespan Cmax and the average

2.3% less than that of GA, and Tcpu of IICA is 55.8% higher

evolution time Tcpu are considered as the evaluation index.

than that of the ICA and 72.5% less than that of GA. As we
can see, regardless of large-scale or small-scale instances,
the optimal performance difference between the three
algorithms is not very obviously, but IICA can still reflect
the gradual optimization effect. However, for the
evolutionary time, the global search range is expanded in
IICA, and the time to search for the optimal solution also
increases. Nevertheless, it is still within the acceptable range
and is obviously better than GA.

The maximum evolutionary generation of each algorithm is
set to 100 generations. Using this test, the notation of
j120c8a1 represents class a problem 1 which contains 120
jobs and 8 stages, each stage has three parallel machines. The
test results are shown in Table 2.
According to the data in Table 2, for the instance j15c10a2,
Cmax of IICA is 0.81% lower than that of the ICA, and 3.1%
less than that of GA. Tcpu of the IICA is 65.2% higher than
that of ICA, and 67.9% less than that of GA. For the instance

TABEL2
AVERAGE VALUES OF OPTIMIZING INDEX OF THE THREE ALGORITHMS IN 12 KINDS OF SCALE INSTANCE TESTS.
GA
ICA
Instance number

j15c5a1
j15c5a2
j15c10a1
j15c10a2
j80c4a1
j80c4a2
j80c8a1
j80c8a2
j120c4a1
j120c4a2
j120c8a1
j120c8a2

IICA

Cmax

Tcpu

Cmax

Tcpu

Cmax

Tcpu

85.47
80.53
138.93
137.84
1549.74
1418.38
1907.46
1927.32
2196.76
2307.96
2619.28
2553.81

5.20
4.28
12.76
11.18
29.21
27.78
51.42
57.02
31.83
34.67
77.15
87.92

85.02
80.23
138.14
134.81
1507.43
1397.25
1852.17
1868.47
2173.62
2274.45
2572.60
2513.47

0.95
1.28
2.03
1.98
3.15
3.54
6.07
7.02
6.81
7.98
9.53
10.90

84.82
79.17
137.79
133.73
1501.41
1387.28
1835.16
1849.62
2146.70
2263.24
2558.83
2495.13

2.06
1.78
4.44
3.27
7.47
5.36
13.35
13.15
9.04
8.07
19.67
20.53

Figure 6 shows the relationship between the makespan
and CPU time under three algorithms of j80c4a1. It can be
seen that the longer the iteration time, the better the fitness
values. ICA is prematurely convergent, and stagnates at 1.9s
and then slides into the local extremum. IICA has a better
capability to improve than ICA, which stagnates at 9.7 s,
with the fitness value of 1943. Therefore, IICA has a better
optimization results than GA and ICA.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the FFSP, and proposed a novel
swarm intelligence algorithm, IICA. IICA is adopted as the
global optimization method for minimizing the makespan as
the optimization goal. In nature, IICA uses the breakthrough
point of enhancing the ability of algorithm to jump out of the
local minimum and improving the evolution of the algorithm.
We introduce the reform operation and the elite individual
retention strategy as well as the individual selection
mechanism based on the Hamming distance. ICA is tested by
standard example. The test results show that, compared with
GA and standard ICA, IICA has a better performance
specially for FFSP. By numerical analysis, we verified the
feasibility and effectiveness of IICA in solving the FFSP,
and demonstrate its potentials for other practical
applications.
As future works, we aim at investigating whether IICA
can achieve better searching performance when increasing
the evolutionary generation. We are also working on future
improve the converging time of the proposed IICA.

Fig.6 The relationship graph for the maximum completion time and CPU
time of each algorithm
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